
Fried Pastries with raw sugar syrup -  

Buñuelos con miel de piloncillo 
 

Ingredients 
 

¾ cup   water 

¼ tsp   baking soda 

½ tsp   orange blossom water, or vanilla 

2 cups   flour 

1    egg 

1 tbsp   sugar, plus more for sprinkling 

1 tbsp   lard, or margarine 

Oil or lard, for frying 
 

For the syrup: 

1 cone (230 g)  piloncillo or raw sugar 

1 stick   cinnamon 

1 strip   orange rind (optional) 

1 ½ cups   water 

 

Place water, orange blossom (or vanilla) and baking powder in a small pan; bring to boil, then 

remove from heat and reserve.   Place the flour in a large mixing bowl, making a depression in the 

centre; add egg, sugar and lard (or margarine) to the centre of the bowl.  Incorporate with a 

spatula, while gradually adding the reserved hot liquid; finish mixing with hands until a soft and 

slightly sticky dough is formed.  Kneed for a couple of minutes, until it does not stick to the bowl 

and may be formed into a ball.  Cover with a towel and allow to rest for about half an hour. 

Meanwhile, prepare the syrup.  Place piloncillo (or raw sugar), orange rind (if using), cinnamon 

stick and water in a pan; bring to a boil over high heat, then reduce heat to medium and cook, 

stirring, until reduced to a sticky syrup, approximately twenty minutes.  Remove from heat. 
 

Uncover dough; it will be soft and smooth.  Divide into twelve portions; work 

with one portion at a time, by rolling into a ball, flattening into a thick disc 

between hands or using a rolling pin.  Place the flattened portion on a towel 

covering an upside-down bowl with a rounded bottom, and gently pull the 

edges of the dough away from the centre (photo left, top).  Continue pulling all 

around the dough, to form a thin disc.  Finish the disc to a uniform thickness 

and well-rounded shape with a rolling pin (photo left, bottom).  The discs 

should be at least 7 inches (18 cm) in diameter and slightly translucent.  Repeat 

with the rest of the portions, placing finished discs on kitchen towels. 
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Continue on next page ... 



… Cont.  Fried Pastries with raw sugar syrup - Buñuelos con miel de piloncillo 

Prepare a large pan with about half an inch of oil (or melted lard); the pan should be wide enough 

to fit one disc.  Warm up over medium-high heat.  Carefully slide a disc, flat into the oil; it should 

start sizzling  and bubbling (photo below, left).  Cook until golden brown, about twenty seconds, 

then flip (photo below, centre).  Once the second side has turned golden brown, transfer to a tray 

or plate lined with paper towels, or use a thick brown paper bag folded into an L-shape against the 

back of the stove, and covered with paper towels; prop the crispy discs vertically, so they do not 

absorb the dripping oil and become soggy (photo below, right): 
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Continue frying the discs, one at a time.  Sprinkle with sugar (photo below, left), and optionally with 

a little cinnamon.   Serve hot or at room temperature, drizzled with syrup, or provide a bowl on the 

side (photo below, centre), for some good dipping (photo below, right):  


